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The above Bill was introduced by Alan Kelly TD on the 13th June 2019 amending the Civil Liability Act 1961.  

Compensation for Fatal Injuries

In legal terms the award for mental distress to surviving family members out of the fatal injury to another family member is known as Loss of Solatium or more crassly as “tear money”. This was most recently increased to 

€35,000.00 by amendment to the above Bill in January 2014. 

The current Bill proposes to amend the maximum award level more significantly to a maximum level of €75,000.00. 

This amount of compensation is for mental distress paid to the dependants of someone who has been fatally injured and it is a recognition of the loss, insofar as it can be monetarily measured. The sum is the total sum paid 

and requires to be divided among all qualifying dependants. 

Status of Bill 

The Bill has been introduced by Deputy Alan Kelly on the above date and the Bill now proceeds to Committee stage in order to consider any amendments. The only dispute or matter for discussion in this case will be the 

monetary figure proposed. 

Comment 

It will be interesting to note and monitor debate in respect of this proposed increase for fatal injuries awards. This will be more so in light of the current environment regarding a downward pressure on award levels for 

injuries, recent controversies and legislative change to implement insurance reform. There is a view amongst practitioners that General Damages in respect of Catastrophic type injuries are undervalued but the concern 

remains that any increase in respect of high value matters can have an upward pressure on smaller case values. Insurance Companies will require to monitor any increase regarding fatal injury cases in order to ensure that 

they are appropriately reserved in respect of such cases. 
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